


Salon Professional Products  
You can trust
Our aim at NYK1 is to bring to you only  
the best of the best. 

Our own hand-picked, tried and tested  
Salon Professional Products really do work  
and will save you both time and money.

These are Products that you’ll be delighted with,  
find easy to use, benefit from greatly,  
and most of all, enjoy using! 

Shhh’ these are our Little Secrets...Xxx

In the Beginning... 
NYK1 Secrets was created for those who want to have a go themselves. For those who take 
pride in their appearance, but haven’t the time for Salon Appointments and constraints. I 
personally write all of our instructions in a clear and simple way that you can thoroughly 
understand and very quickly get to grips with.

As a Certified Creative Nail Design Master Nail Technician and Qualified Beauty Therapist, I 
understand the treatments inside out, so do not be afraid to ask very specific questions as to 
what, how and why each treatment works. I myself have been in the industry for over 30 years, 
having owned my own successful Hair & Beauty Salons along the way. In that time I have 
trained many therapists who have gone on to create their own well established businesses in 
the UK and overseas.

Helping you to achieve your own goals is what makes my attention 
to detail worth it. All you need is a little confidence. Once you realise 
just how easy some of these little secrets are, your confidence will 
flourish and there will be no stoppping you!  
 
We love hearing of your success stories so please get in touch and 
let us know at info@nyk1.com

Andrea 
Founder & Director of NYK1
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CAUTION/LEGAL DISCLAIMER

We must stress that this is a Professional Use Product and the following points must be understood 
and agreed to prior to use.

1.  Do NOT apply gel near any soft tissue, especially broken or damaged skin. Stay clear of the 
cuticles. Remove from skin immediately with an NYK1 Prep&Shine soaked Nail Art Brush or Wipe 
before curing.

2.   Cure for the full time specified. Never under-cure, as this will lead to damp spots under the glaze 
and is where infections can develop. If in doubt, add a few seconds to the required time.

3.   Never, ever be tempted to peel the Cured Products from the Nails to speed up removal. This will 
Weaken & Diminish your own Nail Plate by taking one layer away each time. We each only have 
a few layers, so very quickly you will be down to half. Repeated peeling will allow Gel products 
to penetrate down to your Nail Bed/Soft Tissue and over time will cause a permanent reaction 
called Over Exposure.

 If Sensitivity occurs, refrain from further use. Prolonged use could lead to a common skin 
 condition named Dermatitis.

IMPORTANT

If using a lamp with blue film on the 
base, begin by detaching the film only 
(not the foil), to reveal the clean, metal, 
reflective surface. 
 
UV Lamps require you to plug in the 
bulbs. They must be clicked firmly into 
place.

If they wobble they are not fitted 
correctly. See picture, the white plastic 
and metal of the bulbs should not be 
visible.

Bulbs will need replacing after 
approximately 30 to 40hrs.

The above does not apply to LED lamps.



Gently push back the cuticles using the Metal Cuticle Pusher or 
an Orange Wood Stick, taking care not to dig into the Nail. 

 
 
Trim and file the Nails to your desired shape.

Stroke the White Block Buffer from the cuticle to the tip to gently 
remove surface layer shine. This is the key to a long lasting 14 
day+ Manicure. It is very important to remove all traces of skin 
from your Nail and Cuticle area otherwise you will get product 
lifting. 

Note: White Block Buffer only once or twice, no more. You do 
not want to weaken your nails.  
 
Use a Lint Free wipe soaked in NYK1 Prep&Shine to thoroughly 
clean all of the Nails. Scrub over each Nail until squeaky-clean. 
Then Repeat once again, this time with a fresh lint free wipe to 
totally ensure that all Nail dust is removed and that the Nail is 
dehydrated enough to accept and bond with the Base Coat. 
This step is IMPERATIVE to the success of the 14 day+ manicure. 
NYK1 Lint Free Wipes are specifically designed to scrub and 
have no loose fibres. This ensures a thoroughly clean bonding 
surface and a long lasting smooth Salon finish.

To apply the Gel Base Coat (similar to applying regular Nail 
Polish), first Shake each bottle of NYK1 UV/LED Colour Gel, Top 
& Base coat bottles vigorously prior to use (approx 30 seconds). 
This is an absolute must! Take care not to apply Gel Polish to 
your skin, as this will prevent a strong bond and cause your 
Gel Manicure to lift, and could lead to an allergy over time. Do 
not apply in front of your Lamp, in direct sunlight or close to a 
window, as UV light will set your Gel Polish prematurely and ruin 
your brush.  
Apply a thin layer of Base Coat to each Nail on one hand, pressing and pushing firmly into the Nail. Place 
the brush in the middle of the Nail and push down toward the Cuticle to fan out and spread the Gel 
towards the cuticle (using sparingly to prevent the Gel from running off the Nail and onto the skin). Now 
drag the brush toward the tip of the Nail and paint each side of the centre. 
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EASY TO FOLLOW STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS TO GREAT LOOKING NAILS

Begin by performing a DRY MANICURE on both hands as follows:



Without adding any more Base Coat, use the brush in quick succession to re-coat the nail to be sure the 
Nail is totally covered right to the tip. This will squeeze out all of the trapped air to give you a tight bond. 
Leave a small margin around the edges, keeping the Gel away from the skin. Make sure you seal the ends 
by wiping the brush across the end of the tip of the Nail. This stops the Polish from shrinking back. If NYK1 
Gel does come into contact with the skin, remove it immediately with a Nail Art Brush soaked in NYK1 
Prep&Shine. Also use this procedure to neaten the edges of the Nail in between each layer of NYK1 Gel to 
ensure that you have a clear margin.

Once all of the Nails are painted, place that hand under the UV 
light for 2 minutes or 30-40 seconds with an LED lamp. Position 
your thumb so it is fully exposed to the light bulbs, you may 
need to lift or turn it.  
Each coat of Gel polish will always leave a sticky surface even 
after curing. This sticky layer is essential for each layer to bond 
together and should not be removed until after the very last 
layer of Top Coat. 

Note: Our instructions are based on using a 36w UV or 12w LED Lamp

Next apply a thin layer of NYK1 Colour Coat to each Nail (thin so 
that it will cure/dry thoroughly and give an even final finish). The 
first coat doesn’t have to be totally even, the next coat should see 
to that. Leave a gap of about 1mm from the cuticle and surrounding 
area. Place the hand under the UV Light for 2 minutes or 30-40 
seconds for an LED Lamp. Now, apply a second coat of NYK1 
Colour Glaze to each Nail on that hand and again place that hand 
under the light for another 2 minutes or 30-40 seconds for an LED 
Lamp. You may wish to apply a third coat depending on the density of colour you are using. This will also 
add more strength to a weak Nail. If you do, Cure again for 2 minutes or 30-40 seconds for an LED Lamp. 

Apply a Top Coat over the Colour Glaze. Brush across the tip to 
seal and place that hand under the UV light for 2 minutes or 30-40 
seconds for an LED Lamp. For even more Gloss or a stronger Nail 
you can apply another layer of Top Coat if you wish. 

Almost done! To finish, remove the Sticky Residue by wiping each 
Nail with an NYK1 Prep&Shine Liquid soaked Lint Free Wipe. 
Repeat again with a fresh Wipe to reveal an amazing Glossy 
Shine. Failing to do this will leave your Nails sticky, tacky and dull. 
This is another essential part of the treatment! NOW repeat from 
Step 1 on the other hand.

Please wash your hands to make sure all traces of Gel are 
removed to avoid irritation. If you wish you can add a few drops 
of Nail Oil and massage into the cuticles. 
 
Your new NYK1 Manicure is now complete and you are 
immediately good to go!
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HINT  
Don’t throw all of your regular Nail Polish away. You can still use it! Anytime you want to change your colour in a 
hurry you can use your regular polish colours over the top of our NYK1 Gel Colours. Just paint over the top and air 
dry as usual (UV or LED Lamps will not dry regular polish). When you are ready to remove, just wipe over with regular 
Nail Polish Remover. Your Gel Nail colour beneath will remain as perfect as before!  

This is also a great way to get a very smooth and strong finish to regular Nail Polish.

NYK1 GEL NAIL PEDICURE TREATMENT 
Repeat Steps 1-10 using toe separators.



APPLICATION OF NYK1 NAIL ART GLITTER & DIAMANTE GEMSTONES 
Nail Art Glitter 
Nail Art Glitter Powder can be applied before or after your Top Coat 
before curing. Simply dab on the Glitter with a brush or sprinkle it 
on with your fingers. Cure under the Lamp as usual, then use NYK1 
Prep&Shine to finish. If using Nail Art Glitter before the Top Coat you 
may want to keep a separate Top Coat for this process, so as not to 
get Glitter bits in your regular polish applications. 

If you want a totally smooth Glitter finish to your Nails, you can go 
one step further. Use NYK1 Prep&Shine then Block Buff the Glitter 
Top Coat until smooth, and apply one last Top Coat, cure, then Wipe 
with Prep&Shine again to give a lovely Smooth and very Shiny, 
Sparkly finish.

NYK1 Diamante Nail Art Gemstones 
Apply Top Coat, but before curing, use a Magic Pencil to pick up the chosen Crystal and simply place it in your 
desired position on the Nail. Then, Cure as usual.
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If using the Nail Wraps or Foils method to remove your Gel Nail 
Polish, use your file to buff off the Shiny layer of the NYK1 Gel Nail 
Top Coat on all fingers.

Soak a Nail Wipe and/or Tiny Nail size piece of cotton wool with 
Pure Acetone Remover, place one folded on to each Gel Glazed 
Nail, and quickly wrap in household foil, or wraps. 

Alternatively pour 2 inches of Acetone Remover into a non-metal dish/bowl and soak the nails for 10 to 20 
minutes - no pre-filing is needed for this process. To speed things up, place the dish of Acetone in a Bain 
Marie (bowl of hot water). 

For Nail Wraps or Foils, check after 10 minutes to see if the Gel 
Polish has softened. Add more Acetone to the pads if required.

If using a soak bowl, give the whole Nail a scrape and continue 
soaking.

When soft enough, gently use an Orange Stick or Metal Cuticle Pusher to remove the remains and then 
give the nails another good wipe with the Acetone. Be very careful to only scrape away the Gel Polish and 
NOT the Natural Nail. This is very important and is where damage can occur. Once all the Gel is removed, 
one or two gentle strokes with the White Block Buffer is all that will be required.  

Note: DO NOT FILE THE NAIL PLATE WITH ANY TYPE OF FILE otherwise you will weaken it and cause 
damage. 

REMOVAL OF NYK1 GEL POLISH AND NAILFORCE POWER GEL
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Prepare your Nails following Steps 1 to 6 on Page 4 of this manual.

 
After the Base Coat, apply a layer of French NYK1 Pink Colour 
Coat over the Base Coat (‘NYK1 Negligee’ is the most popular 
French pink). Place that hand under the UV light for 2 minutes or 
30-40 seconds for an LED Lamp to Cure. Now you are ready to 
apply the white tip polish. Remember practice makes perfect. It’s 
very important to keep this Coat quite thin. If not, it will not cure 
properly and will chip easily. You can either swipe your brush side 
to centre, or just dab short strokes off the end of the Nail.  
Don’t worry too much about getting this perfect. The UV/LED 
light needs to be used to set the NYK1 Colour Glaze so you 
will get plenty of time to get the shape right. Use one of your 
Nail Art Brushes to shape the white tip into a nice arc shape. 
Clean your brush thoroughly in NYK1 Prep&Shine. When you are 
happy with your white tip shape, place the hand under the light 
for 2 minutes or 30-40 seconds for an LED Lamp.

Apply the Top Coat, then cure the top coat under the light for 2 minutes or 30-40 seconds for LED Lamp.

 
 
Using an NYK1 Prep&Shine soaked Lint Free Wipe, remove the sticky residue then repeat with a fresh 
Wipe to reveal the wonderful glossy shine of your NYK1 Manicure. Now repeat the process on your 
other hand. 

It takes Nail Technicians months to learn how to create a perfect shaped tip so don’t worry if you don’t 
manage it the first few times, just keep practicing! Use a Nail Wheel to try out different designs and 
enjoy! The more you try the easier it will become.

FRENCH NYK1 GEL NAIL TREATMENT
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After curing the Base Coat, pick up a small amount of the NYK1 
NailForce Power Gel on your brush and put it on the middle part 
of the Nail. Gently circle the Gel, easing it very carefully down to 
the cuticle area. Leave a gap of about 1-2 mm from the cuticle 
area. Now just pull down with the brush to the Tip as if applying 
Nail Polish to cover the entire Nail. Seal/cap the edges of the Nail 
with the gel before curing/setting. Be careful not to over work the 
gel as this will cause air bubbles.

Cure/set that one hand in a UV (2mins) or LED Nail Lamp (30-40 
secs). Always, always Cure the Gel for the FULL specified time 
on ALL coats, otherwise the uncured gel can lead to an allergic 
reaction and/or a Nail Infection. Just to be safe you can add 
more seconds; which we recommend. Never remove or touch 
the sticky/tacky layer in between coats as this helps the layers to 
bond correctly. Repeat with more coats until the desired strength 
is reached. Always add an extra layer to allow for filing the surface 
shape. Then when you are happy with the strength level, do the 
other hand from start to finish.

Your Nails will now appear to be thick and bulky in places, so 
we need to refine the shape and rectify any application bumps 
etc. Make sure you have removed the sticky residue before 
filing with an NYK1 Prep&Shine soaked Wipe. Using a medium 
or coarser File, file the free edge and side walls in line with 
your Natural Nail and thin the surface of the Tip to produce 
a downward curvation. Once the shape has been redefined, 
check the surface area of the whole Nail for inconsistencies of 
shape. Finally, buff the entire Nail with a Block Buffer to smooth 
out all of the scratches from filing. Make sure that the surface 
is free from ANY shine whatsoever; this will mean that you have 
covered the entire Nail surface with the buffer and leveled it out. 
Don’t worry about losing the lovely gloss shine, you’ll get it back 
by using the glossy NYK1 Gel Top Coat at the end. 

You can now apply Top Coat and cure for 2mins UV or 30-40 secs LED. 
 OR - you can miss the Top Coat and go straight to a Base Coat and Gel Colour Coats, moving  
 through the Colour Layers as usual, finishing with the Gel Top Coat. 

 OR - you may choose to use your regular Nail Polish. If using regular Polish, remove it using regular 
 Polish Remover; NOT Acetone. Acetone may start to dissolve NailForce. If Using Gel Colour it will 
 need to be filed or soaked off. If soaking, it will also remove your NYK1 NailForce Power Gel.

HOW TO APPLY AN NYK1 NAILFORCE POWER GEL OVERLAY TO 
LENGTHEN AND/OR STRENGTHEN NATURAL NAILS

Please make sure that the application of NYK1 Power Gel is not done in direct 
sunlight or near a window as the UV rays will set the gel in the pot and on the brush. 
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SEE STEPS 1-6 OF GEL NAIL APPLICATION (PAGE 4), THEN FOLLOW BELOW
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HOW TO STRENGTHEN WEAK DAMAGED NAILS 

To make Weak or Damaged Natural Nails much stronger you can 
use THE SECOND layer of NailForce Power Gel in a slightly different 
way. Pick up a large bead of Gel on your brush, and starting a few 
millimeters away from the cuticle, slowly trickle it down the centre of 
the Nail like a sausage. Don’t panic! It will look silly, but allow 2 or 3 
seconds for it to Self-Level. DON’T apply any pressure yet. You are 
NOT going to brush this Gel on, you are going to allow it to freely drop 
or drizzle off the brush (as if icing a cake). Then apply a little pressure 
and brush along the sides of the sausage from the cuticle to tip. This 
will spread the Gel to the edges. Apply more pressure near the tip 
so that the Nail is thinner and less bulky. This gives a strong core line 
down the centre. Cure for 2mins (UV lamp), or 30-40 secs (LED lamp). 
You can add more sausage layers or flat layers as you feel necessary to 
reach your desired strength. Remember to cure each layer as you go!

Re-Balancing Your Growing NailForce Power Gel Nail 
As the Nails grow you will notice a gap by the cuticle. This gap, after around 2-3 weeks, will need to be filled in to 
restore the natural balance of the Nail. If this isn’t done the Nail can break closer to the cuticle and be very painful.

A

B

What is a Heat Spike? 
Sometimes you may feel the Nail Beds become very warm, very quickly when under the Lamp’s Rays. This is 
known as a Heat Spike. UV light causes the tiny molecules within your UV/LED Gel Polish to react and rub together 
very quickly causing heat, which is how they cure, dry and set hard. If your Nails are sensitive, thin or have been 
damaged from previous Nail treatments, you may experience a heat sensation when your Nails enter the UV or LED 
Lamp.

Preventing a Heat Spike 
As soon as you feel a heat sensation, remove your hands from the Rays for a few seconds. Before continuing to 
cure you can Flash your Nails under the lamp 3 times before commencing with the 2 Minute UV Gel or the LED cure 
time. Just pop the Nails into the light, count to 5 and then take them out and place them on top of the lamp for 5 
seconds. Place them back into the light and repeat the action maybe once or twice more. When you feel you are 
ready, they can go into the lamp for the full cure/set time. This method will stagger the activity. It basically stops ALL 
of the molecules reacting ALL at the same time.

If you have only a Gloss Top Coat (no colour) on your Nail, you can simply prepare the cuticle area of the 
Nails again in the same way as a Gel Manicure. Start by filing off the Gloss Top Coat and Prepare the new 
Nail growth by following Steps 1-5 (on Page 4). Apply Base Coat to both the exposed new growth and the old 
NailForce Overlay. Cure and simply reapply a fresh new layer of Gel, adding extra near the cuticle area on 
the new re-growth of Natural Nail. 

If you are wearing a Gel Colour, you can either Soak Off in Acetone (which will remove both Colour and 
NailForce and you will have to reapply NailForce from the beginning) or you can file off just the Colour Coat 
and then continue as above.
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Prepare the Nails (Follow Steps 1 - 4 of UV/LED Gel Nail Application on Page 4 of this booklet). Choose and 
lay out the correct size Tips required for each of your 10 Nails.  
Finding the Tips for one hand x2 usually works, as they are very often the same size on each hand.

Put a tiny amount of Tip Adhesive on the inside of the Nail Tip groove. Spread it evenly across the groove 
with the nozzle of the Adhesive bottle. Apply a tiny amount on the Tip of the Natural Nail and again use the 
nozzle to spread evenly across.

Now see the diagram, offer the Tip to the Natural Nail at an angle; 
Pressing down towards the cuticle and squeezing the air out from 
the join. There should be no air bubbles caught in this process, 
otherwise lifting may occur. Hold firm for a few seconds until 
bonded.

Once all 5 tips (on one hand) have been applied, cut to the 
preferred length using a Tip Clip. You will now need to file the 
side walls of the Tips to match up and align with your own Nails. 
Gently blend the Tip to the same level of your own Natural Nail, 
then shape and file the tip as you prefer.

Apply a thin layer of NYK1 Gel Base Coat (without removing the 
sticky layer between any coat) and cure for 2 mins under UV or 
for 30-40 secs using an LED lamp.

Next do a thin Flat layer of NYK1 NailForce Power Gel. As per 
instructions above (just like applying Polish) cure under the Lamp 
for 2 mins (UV) or 30-40 seconds (LED).

Now do one more Flat layer of NYK1 NailForce Power Gel and cure for 2 mins (UV) or 30-40 seconds 
(LED).

Drizzle a line of NYK1 Nail Force Power Gel from the bottom; about 5mm away from the cuticle of the Nail 
in one line all the way from the centre to the tip, tapering towards the tip. It’s best for this layer to self-level, 
but you may need to coax it into shape a little. Aim to keep this layer as smooth as possible as it is the final 
layer. The smoother it is the less filing you’ll need to do later. When you’re happy with the shape, cure for 
2mins (UV) or 30-40 secs (LED). Add extra layers for increased strength and/or longer nails.

Remove the sticky layer with NYK1 Prep&Shine soaked wipes; then repeat again using fresh wipes and 
more Prep&Shine. You are now ready to shape the sides and surface with first a Nail File, then a Block 
Buffer. Repeat the whole process on the other hand. 

You can choose to finish with just a Gel Base & Top Coat, or paint your new nails with either regular Polish 
or Nailac, Shellac or Gel Polish, starting with the Base Coat.

NYK1 Nail Tips are available at www.NYK1.com, in French or Natural. Our Tips are flexible yet strong and 
bond quickly and easily to your Natural Nail.

NAIL EXTENSIONS 
APPLICATION OF TIPS TO EXTEND NAILS
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Once you get the hang of Extending your Natural Nails you can become 
more adventurous and Freestyle your extensions. You don’t actually need 
a tip at all! Place and secure an NYK1 Nail Form just under the free edge of 
your Nail and apply NYK1 NailForce Power Gel on to the Form, extending 
to any length you wish. Build up the layers across the whole of your Nail 
and the Form as you go. Once cured, it’s easy to peel away the Form and 
store it for another time.

NYK1 NAILFORCE FREESTYLE NAIL EXTENSIONS

NYK1 NailForce Power Gel 
Do you constantly suffer from weak or damaged nails? NYK1 NailForce 
Power Gel, Nail Fixer in a jar, will solve all of your problems literally in 
seconds under your UV or LED lamp. You can use this little pot of magic to 
fix Broken, Split, Cracked, Weak or Short Nails in minutes. Use to Overlay or 
Extend with or without Tips. 
 
Avoid having to file down the length of the rest of your nails when you 
break just one. This Soak-Off Gel Formula enables our Natural Nails to 
grow extra long by protecting the nail with a strong armour coating. 
 
Your Natural Nails will still look Natural, yet be amazingly strong! No one will 
ever know! They will grow longer and longer. And if heaven forbid you ever 
break one, you can immediately fix it yourself. Happy Nail Days!

NYK1 LashForce Serum  
Experience rapid lash growth with the NEW from NYK1 Lash Force Eyelash 
Growth Serum. This full strength innovative Lash & Brow Growth Serum 
really does work! You’ll wish you had tried it before! Our Serum has been 
tried, tested & perfected. We wouldn’t put our name to it otherwise!  
 
See results begin in just 3 weeks. In 4 weeks your Lashes will be thicker, 
darker, fuller and up to 2x longer by weeks 6-8. 
 
Ever so easy to apply in just seconds. Perfectly safe for contact lens users and will not alter eye colour like some 
other brands.  
 
 HOW DOES IT WORK? 
 Your lashes and follicles become stronger and well nourished due to the increased blood flow from the  
 stimulating effect and will naturally make longer and stronger lashes, helping your lashes and brows  
 reach their peak length before replacing themselves as in your normal growth rate cycle. You are left  
 with Stronger, Longer, Thicker, Fuller and Darker Lashes and Brows. Try it! You won’t be disappointed Xxx

NYK1 FEATURED PRODUCTS 
ALL AVAILABLE ONLINE at www.NYK1.com



NYK1 Salt and Sulphate Free SHAMPOO and CONDITIONER (2 x 500ml) 
These products are amazing for ALL hair types to protect the treatments that you 
pay hundreds of pounds for at the salons. 
 
Normal shampoos and conditioners are full of salts and sulphates to simply strip 
away everything from your hair in the most vigorous way possible, which means 
your colour treatment, hair extension treatment, or keratin treatment will come 
out with it. It’s very important that if you have any of these treatments, that your 
hairdresser would recommend the use of a salt free / sulphate free shampoo. I 
created this one with our lab technicians because I couldn’t find any out there 
that actually clean your hair properly, whilst maintaining your treatment. The 
feedback on this product has been amazing, so please do go check this out if 
any of the above is you, by visiting www.nyk1.com
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NYK1 Glass Nail Files 
Fed up of throw away Nail Files? We introduce the Hand made Swarovski Crystal 
and Glass etched Nail File with NYK1 Silver protection Case! Each Swarovski Crystal 
is hand picked and placed giving each file that unique, individual statement. Made 
with care and crafted to Perfection. Hygienic, Long lasting, Durable, Washable and 
Sanitizable. The Perfect Gift for those that take care of their nails! 
 
Our Nail Files are made from superior etched glass that doesn’t wear away when 
used on Nails. NYK1 the name you can trust.

NYK1 Prep&Shine 30ml 
NYK1 Prep&Shine is the strongest and fastest Sticky Residue Remover Solution on the 
market today and of the highest quality for any Nail or Gel Nail treatment. It is also a 
Universal Nail Cleanser which Cleans, Sanitises and prepares the Natural Nail for any UV 
Gel or Acrylic treatment. 
 
Prep&Shine’s unique forumla cleanses and dehydrates the Nail to ensure a strong and 
hygienic bond between the Nail and Gel for longer lasting most beautiful results.  
During treatments Prep&Shine is also used as a Correctional Fluid for removing mistakes 
during all Gel Nail Treatments prior to curing, as a cleaning liquid for Polish Brushes 
during French Manicures, and as a finishing liquid, Prep&Shine produces a high Gloss 
Shine to complete the Perfect UV and LED Gel Nail Treatments! 

NYK1 Nano Keratin Hair Smoothing and Straightening Treatment 

(lasts 3-4 months!)

This amazing hair changing product is a lifesaver if you suffer from frizzy or 
uncontrollable hair. Nano Keratin (tiny proteins) enter the hair shaft and are 
sealed shut, reducing frizzy awkward volume. Particularly good for hair that 
suffers from humidity. Uncontrollable hair days will be gone. Smooth, silky, 
shiny hair will be yours. Curls and Volume will be significantly reduced. This 
is an instant wash in wash out formula. During the treatment the keratin is 
sealed in by the heat from your Straighteners and bonds to the inner and 
outer surface of each hair strand, literally like glue. Smoothing and sealing 
shut lifted cuticles on each strand. The coarse, dull, wiry, rough hair that you 
have always been used to will vanish for 3-4 months, leaving your hair smooth, 
glossy and swishy with movement that you thought you could only dream of. Bad hair days will be a thing of the 
past! Trying is believing! You will be amazed by the results. We cannot recommend this product highly enough! 
Look out on www.NYK1.com for the release of NYK1 Keratin Straightening Treatment in 2019, or contact us at 
info@nyk1.com 
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NYK1 Pink or Black Nail Beauty Kit Bag 
The NYK1 Stylish Multi-function Beauty Vanity Case (Available in Black 
or Pink) has sectioned compartments and Accessory Pockets to store 
and transport 20 x Nail Polishes, Acetone, Prep&Shine, NailForce 
Power Gel, Lint Free Wipes, Nail Arts Brushes, Glitter Pots, Diamantes 
and more! 
 
The Beauty Bag makes a great gift for beauty products including 
Make-Up, Hair Products, Jewellery, Toiletries, Aromatherapy Oils and 
Waxing Kits; with the bag itself being made from High Quality, Durable 
Showerproof material. 
 
All of your Colours, Tools, Accessories and other items will be on 
show and available immediately as you open this Case, creating a 
professional, attractive and accessible display for you, your friends or clients. 
Cushioned protection where it is needed most and moveable sections allow for many other uses too!

NYK1 Vital Kits

Vital Kits are top-up add ons to your Gel Nail Kits once items begin to run out, or work nicely as an upgrade to any 
Nail Kit. Vital Kits are compiled to save you time and money whilst offering excellent Value. We offer 3 choices in 
Vital Kits, please check our website for individual Kit details.

NYK1 Lint free Wipes x 1000

We offer 2 different types of Lint Free Nail Wipes to suit your needs.

1000 Scrub Wipes... Are fibre free and have a slightly abrasive surface 
that is great for scrubbing your Nails super clean pre-treatment. Scrub 
Wipes can also be used at the end of the treatment to remove sticky 
residue. 

600 Soft Wipes... Are fibre free and have a soft slightly more absorbent 
surface and are great for removing sticky residue at the end of your Nail 
treatment. Soft Wipes can also be used to prepare the Natural Nail at the 
beginning of any Nail Treatment.

NYK1 Vanity Case 
Stylish and elegant, understated and beautiful. Extra Large and 
designed to safely hold and store your UV or LED Lamp and 
everything you could possibly need to perform any Nail Treatment. 
 
It has the capacity to hold over 60+ Polish bottles safely and is 
perfect for ALL your Nailac & Regular Colours, as well as a UV Nail 
Lamp, Acetone, Nail Prep bottles, Nail Tips, Tools and All Accessories. 
There is even space for a Hand Towel! The removable luxury velvet 
Display Tray is great for laying out your finer items so they are to 
hand and ready to use in a flash in a clients home. Including a Cash 
Compartment for a functional and more importantly professional feel. 
Strong and tough enough for professional use. 
 
The NYK1 Vanity Case can be used for keeping Makeup, Jewellery, Hair Products, Straighteners, Hairdryer and 
cosmetics, Aromatherapy Oils, Massage Oils, Towels and Accessories safe in transport. This Case is ideal as a 
pretty storage box to have on view in your bedroom when space is short. It even has 2 x Settable Combination 
Locks on the top to keep out prying eyes and children!
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Please note that ALL N

ailac G
el polishes are of a thick consistency 

and the “D
iam

ond” colours are of an even thicker consistency. This 
is necessary so that on aplication, the gel w

ill set sm
ooth across the 

surface of the nail.
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YK1.com

 to view
 ALL of the latest colours!
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